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One problem I noticed is that I think the same YUV frame might be displayed twice, at the same time for both the front and the back cameras. I guess this is because the capture device only issues frame one, but CommandCam doesnt know this, and in fact has to go to back and look for the next available device, thus returning to the same device twice. I guess
Im going to have to think more about this. The selection of all of this information is done with command line switches. One of them is responsible for the H264 format supported by my capture device. The user is prompted for the input file type which is saved in the format selected with the command line switch. It can take avi, dv, mpeg, and other common
video types and save them as H264. The image can be saved to disk and be opened with video editing software. Works good for a quick capture of images to disk, not so good at capturing snapshots from a moving camera. It could be improved by attaching a latency timer and not automatically start capturing a new frame each frame rate delay unless the

webcam hasnt moved for a delay period, or a better idea is to re-adopt the strategy of another tool that saves a frame each time the camera moves. Maybe i should make it do it... For information about the capture device (config), you can use the command line switch -h. Each device has its own section with detailed information. When you give command line
switches, it means that CommandCam reads the command line switches, and starts the devicename capturing depending on the command line switches. If you use CommandCam and you have multiple cameras, you just have to change the devicename in the command line switch. When you use the command line switch -y, commandcam does not stop to

read command line switches, and it continues to read and capture from all of your capture devices.
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#include #include #include #include char windowbuffer[256]; #define WNDCLASSEX struct _WNDCLASS { HWND hwnd; WNDCLASSEX *lpfnWndProc; LRESULT lResult; int cbClsExtra; int cbWndExtra; } #define IDC_MEDIA_CAPTURE 1 #define IDC_MEDIA_CAPTURE2 2 #define IDC_MEDIA_SEND 3 #define IDC_BUTTON1_ACTIVATE 4 #define
IDC_BUTTON2_ACTIVATE 5 #define WM_CREATE_DEVICE 0x4A int registered; #define INTERFACE_IUnknown_QueryInterface(This,riid,ppvObject) (This)->lpVtbl(This,riid,ppvObject) #define INTERFACE_IUnknown_AddRef(This) (This)->lpVtbl(This) #define INTERFACE_IUnknown_Release(This) (This)->lpVtbl(This) typedef BOOL (WINAPI *LPVOID)(DMCDEVICEINFO

*); DMCDEVICEINFO DeviceInfo; LPVOID DMCDEVMETHOD hmmio; void DMCDeviceCreate(DMCDEVICEINFO *DeviceInfo); DWORD WINAPI DMCDeviceProcedure(LPVOID pVoid); DWORD WINAPI DMCDeviceProcedure_1(LPVOID pVoid); DWORD WINAPI DMCDeviceProcedure_2(LPVOID pVoid); DWORD WINAPI DMCDeviceProcedure_3(LPVOID pVoid);
DMCDEVICEMETHOD DMCDeviceProcedure_4(LPVOID pVoid); DMCDEVICEMETHOD DMCDeviceProcedure_5(LPVOID pVoid); 713x Bda Analog Capture Driver Download The IUnknown_QueryInterface call creates a struct pointer which you can save as a global variable. We suspect that it does not work with all cameras, but may be a dependancy of the cameras
32-bit version of Windows; if its a 32-bit system, the webcam may need to be installed as a 64-bit driver in order to be recognised. In our case, this meant installing a 64-bit driver for Windows XP, but the problem was that the installation used an x86 operating system and a 64-bit OS, and when it rebooted, it had, by default, reverted to a 32-bit OS and the

installation was thus not found. See if your camera driver has a 32-bit version of the software, or if you can get it from the manufacturer. We also found that a driver update which included a fix for 64-bit Win 7 worked perfectly. 5ec8ef588b
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